NOTIFICATION

No: OERC/RA/AMEND. REG. – 14/2013/283

dt. 02.02.2020


Whereas, the Commission has framed the “Odisha Electricity Regulatory Commission (Terms and Conditions for Determination of Generation Tariff) Regulations, 2014” (hereinafter referred as ‘Generation Tariff Regulations, 2014’), which were notified in Odisha Gazette and came into force on 08.09.2014.

Whereas, the Regulation 1.4 of these Regulations stipulates as follows:

“These Regulations shall come into force on the date of publication in the Official Gazette, and unless reviewed earlier or extended by the Commission shall remain in force till 31.03.2019;”

Whereas, the Control Period of the Generation Tariff Regulations was up to the end of FY 2018-19, i.e., upto 31.03.2019.

Whereas, the Commission has initiated the process of review of Generation Tariff Regulations for the next Control Period. The revised Regulations shall be notified after undertaking due regulatory process which requires some more time.

Therefore, the Commission in exercise of power given under Regulation 1.4 of Odisha Electricity Regulatory Commission (Terms and Conditions for Determination of Generation Tariff) Regulations, 2014 hereby extends the period of that Regulation (Generation Tariff Regulations, 2014) for a period of one year i.e. 31.03.2020. The parameters fixed in the Regulation for FY 2018-19 shall be applicable for FY 2019-20 also.

By order of the Commission

[Signature]

Secretary